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About This Game

SOTE - Revere is a classical story based driven role playing game that takes place in a broken and mysterious world long after it
has been destroyed. It foretells a story of redemption and justice all from the perspective of one character.

Eager to fulfill his duty as a proud Lumerian Troy realizes that his empire is one that insights terror into the hearts of innocents.
After one purging duty gone bad Troy flees the scene barely alive. Saved by the locals from a nearby village, he made up his
mind to fight for what he believes in and is now on a journey to end the terror and destruction from the very place he once

called home.

FAQ

Q: When will the came be released?
A: Sometime around Q1 Fall 2017

Q: Why does the mac version not work?!
A: If you are using Yosemite, you need to change your security settings. The app works perfectly on Macintosh last I checked.

Q:What other languages will this game be in?
A: We are open to translators and hope to get the game in as many languages as possible!

Q: Where's the Mac Version?
A: We are still trying to resolve bugs! You can always try out the mac version at our itch.io page at:
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Title: A Story of the End - Revere Demo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Darrel Wijaya
Publisher:
Strashiner Studios, Nusa Capital INA, Enterbrain
Release Date: 20 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Graphics: Discreet Video Card

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 9.0 Compatible Soundcard

Additional Notes: This game can run on anything.

English
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Good thing > Scenery graphic is quite decent

 Not so good thing > Even though scenery graphic is generally decent, many parts of it has blurred distortion,
 damaging it's overall-good apperance.
 Also it's graphic is feels very static. I'm much prefer less-decent but much alive graphic over much-decent but less alive one,
 and I suspect many people who want this style of game might have a similar taste. I suggest one of reason to this is it's
 poor present of elevation. Many parts of map giving very flat image, which is not good.

 Bad thing > Some actual character sprite(By saying some, I mean one out of three featured in demo) show off bad sign.
 One supposed to have a spider-maiden apperance, but instead it has a skeleton riding on skeletal spider.
 This is very strange thing and highly out of place, I suspect it's not exclusively designed asset for this game but
 just kinda-appropriate image brought by dev from elsewhere. It's quite silly compare to it's granduer scenery.

 Many of dialogue from NPC is awkward and feels like dragging off unneccesarily.
 Also they really need to get proof reading. I know this because I'm bad english user myself.

 And finally, I think that transformation of protagonist is just bad presentation.
 From apperance to it's mouse using control.

 Maybe this 'appearance' part is just my personal taste,
 But celestial being in full armored figure is just not that looks good I think.

 - - -

 Although I'm not content with it's demo, still it's very tiny piece of main game obviously

 so maybe I'm wrong in some regard. Atleast I'll check out again whence full game come out.. I've played many demos, and was
impressed enough to state that this one is memorable. The battle system takes getting used to, but once you get the hang of it, no
sweat. The story - what little is revealed - is engaging, with just enough held back so that, if your interest has been captured, you
want to know more. Hopefully we see the game released in Fall 2017.
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